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We consider the problem of determining cp(G v KC), the smallest number of cliques 
required to partition the edge set of the graph G v K~, where G is a finite simple graph and 
K~, is the empty graph on m vertices. A lower bound on cp(G v K~,,,) is obtained which, when 
applied to the case G = K,, sharpens that of D. Stinson in some instances, and yields exact 
values for two new families of the parameters u and m. 
1. Introduction and summary 
For our purposes, all graphs are finite and simple. A clique in a graph H is a 
complete subgraph of H, A clique partition is a set P of cliques such that each 
edge of H is contained in exactly one member of P. Define cp(H) = min{lP[: P a 
clique partition of H}. A minimal clique partition of H is a clique partition P with 
IPI = ep(H). It has long been a source of considerable interest o determine 
cp(H) for an arbitrary graph H and to characterize its minimal clique partitions. 
For an excellent survey on the general problem, the reader is referred to [2]. 
Define the join/-/1 v H2 of two vertex disjoint graphs to be the graph whose 
vertex set is the union of the vertex sets of/-/1 and H2, in which two vertices x and 
y are adjacent when either x and y are adjacent in Ha, or x and y are adjacent in 
/-/2 or x is a vertex of Ha and y is a vertex of H2. We will be dealing exclusively 
with graphs of the form H = G v K~,, where K~, is the empty graph on m 
vertices. 
When G = K,,, the problem of determining cp(G v K c) is closely related to the 
g(v, m) problem, which asks for the smallest number of blocks required to 
construct a PBD of index 1 on v points, in which the largest block has size m. The 
cliques of a partition of K~ correspond to the blocks of the PBD. (For a 
discussion of this and related problems the reader is referred to [4].) Pullman and 
Donald [3] have shown that if G is a simple graph on u vertices with t edges, then 
whenever m is greater than or equal to the edge colouring number of G, 
cp(G v K~) = mu - t and any minimal clique partition consists entirely of cliques 
on 2 or 3 vertices. As a corollary they obtain 
g(v, m) = 1 + ½(3m - v + 1)(v - m) 
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whenever m + 1 ~< v ~< 2m or v = 2m + 1 and m odd. When m is even, Mullin, 
Stanton and Stinson [11] showed that g(2m + 1, m) "- 1 + (m~ X) + [)m]. 
In [5, Corollary 3.3] Stinson obtained a result which we paraphrase as follows: 
Let G = Ku. Then if P is any clique partition of G v K~,, 
-u+l  
Iel >- u 2fmf2 + f , 
where f is an arbitrary non zero integer. Equality is achieved if and only if every 
member of P has f + 1 or f + 2 vertices and has a vertex in common with K~m. 
In this paper we first (Theorem 3.1) generalize Stinson's result to obtain a 
bound on arbitrary simple graphs G: Let G be a simple graph on u vertices and t 
edges. Then for each integer f ~e 0, and any clique partition P of G v K~, 
2(fmu - t) IPl>  
f z+f  , 
with equality if and only if every member of P has f + 1 or f + 2 vertices and has a 
vertex in common with K~. The technique used to prove Theorem 3.1 is the same 
as that used by Stinson in [5] to prove his Theorem 3.1. 
In Theorem 3.2 we obtain a strengthening of Theorem 3.1. Let f be an integer, 
f ~ 2. Let r be the least residue of u modulo f and define 
(f-r)  
Q1=f  2 - f  + 2r (m~(f + 1) + ( f -  1)mu - 2t). 
Then if P is any clique partition of G v K~, 
- t + Q¢) 
2(fmf2u + f Iel 
Necessary and sufficient conditions will be given under which this bound may 
be achieved (we will generally be seeking partitions on three consecutive clique 
sizes). We will also give conditions under which this bound exceeds that of 
Theorem 3.1. We apply Theorem 3.2 to prove (Theorems 4.3 and 4.4) that 
cp(Km+ 2V gem) = (m~l- 1) _1_ ½(m -- 1) for all odd m >15 and cp(Km+ 3v K~m) = 
(mr 1) + [](m - 2)] for all even m >~6. 
2. Definitions 
Let H be a graph. V(H) will denote the vertex set of H and E(H) its edge set. 
For simplification we will define Inl- IV(H)I. n c win denote the complement of 
H. By a k-clique we mean a clique C with ICI = k. A k-clique may also be 
referred to as a clique of size k. Let P be a clique partition of H, and let I ~_ P 
have the property that each vertex of H is contained in precisely one member of 
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I. I will be called a parallel class of cliques. Let S = {IcI [ c ~ P} and suppose that 
P admits a partition R = {/j} into parallel classes. R will be called a resolution of 
H into s-cliques, s e S. Suppose further that for some parallel class D c_ P, each 
member of R contains at most one member of D. The pair (R, D) will be called a 
hyperresolution of H into s-cliques, s E S .  
Remark 2.1. It is clear that clique partitions of G v K c in which every clique has 
size from S1 and has a common vertex with K~, coexist with resolutions R of G 
into s-cliques, s e S = {Sl - 1 Is1 e. &}, where IRI = m. 
3. The main theorems 
Let G be a simple graph on u vertices and let P be a clique partition of 
G v K~m. We assume that for each member C of P, C has a vertex in common 
with K~,. Let f be a fixed but arbitrary non zero integer. Then 
(Icl- 1 - f)( Ic l -  2 -f)  
CcP  
=(f2+f ) lP [+ ~ ( I c l -1 ) ( I c l -2 ) -2 f  ~ ( I c l -1 )  
C~P CeP  
~_~ i f2.4,  f )[p[ + 2 IE(G)I- 2fmu. (3.1) 
Defining 
r ,=  ~ ( IC [ -1 - f ) ( lC l -2 - f )  (3.2) 
CeP 
we have from (3.1) that 
JVJ = 2(fmu - IE(G) I )  + r, 
f2 + f (3.3) 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a simple graph on u vertices and let P be a clique partition 
of G v K~m. Then for each non zero integer f, 
-IE(G)l) 
2(fmf2u + f , Iel 
with equality if and only if for each member C of P, ICI =f  + 1 or f + 2 and C has 
a vertex in common with K~m. 
Proof. Let P' ~ P consist of those members C of P for which C has a vertex in 
common with K~ and let G' be the graph whose vertex set is that of G, in which 
two vertices are adjacent when they are adjacent in G and the clique to which the 
edge joining them belongs is a member of P'. Apply eq. (3.3) to G' and P'. [] 
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By examining the difference between successive terms, we have that the 
optimal value of f in  Theorem 3.1 is f=  1 + [2 IE(G)l/umJ. 
By setting G = K,, in Theorem 3.1 we have Corollary 3.3 of Stinson [5]. In 
another direction we can now prove a stronger version of Theorem 3 of Pullman 
and Donald [3]: 
Corollary 3.1. Let G be a simple graph on u vertices. Then cp(G v K~,)I> 
mu - IE(G) I ,  with equality if and only if m is greater than or equal to the edge 
colouring number of G. 
Proof. Set f=  1 in Theorem 3.1 and apply Remark (2.1), using the fact that a 
resolution of G into 1- and 2-cliques can be considered as an edge colouring of G 
by associating to each parallel class a distinct colour. [] 
We now obtain a lower bound on the quantity T I defined by (3.2) which will in 
some cases provide a strengthening of Theorem 3.1. For each vertex y of K~m 
define P(y) = {C e P ly  e V(C)} and define 
St(y) = ~ ½(IcI- 1 - f ) ( I c I -  2- f ) .  (3.4) 
c~e(y) 
Assume now that f >I 2, and let r be the least residue of u modulo f. From 
Definition (3.4) we have 
St(y)- st-,(y) - - ~ ( Ic I -  1 -f)=--- - r  (modf). 
c~P(y) 
Let I= {y e V(K~m) l St(y)~St_l(y)} and J=  V(K~m)- L From eq. 
deduce that 




y e J  implies Si(y ) = S1_l(y ) + byf +f -  r, (3.7) 
where the ay and by are non negative integers which generally depend on the 
particular vertex y. Define 
w = E SAy) + E st-lty). (3.8) 
yel  yeJ 
We again will assume that for each member C of P, C has a vertex in common 
with K~m. 
Defining A = Ey~lay and B = Ey,j by it now follows from (3.2), (3.4), (3.6), 
(3.7) and (3.8) that 
½TI_1 = W + fA +III 3, (3.9) 
and 
½~= w +fn + IJI ~f-  O. (3.10) 
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Multiplying eq. (3.9) by f -  r and eq. (3.10) by r and adding, we have 
½((f - v)TI_ 1 + vTf) =f (W + rB + (f - v)A) + m'r(f - r) 
since 111 + IJI = m. From Definition (3.2) we have 
Tf - TI_ 1 = 2 ~ (f - ([C[- 1)) = 2f [P[- 2mu. 
CsP  
Therefore qs. (3.1) and (3.12) now yield 
(f + 1)Tf_l- ( f -  1)Tf= 2Tf_ 1 - -  0 e -  1)(2f Iel- 2mu) 





½Tf(f - 1) ( f -  1:)= ½ Tf-l(f + 1)( f -  1:) + ( f -  v) ( ( f -  1)mu - 2 IE(G)}). 
(3.14) 
Adding ½Tg(f + 1)r to each side of eq. (3.14) yields 
1 2 2 ff - f  + 20  = ½ff + 1) ( i f -  Orr-, + 
+ ( f -  r ) ( ( f -  1)mu - 2 IE(G)I). (3.15) 
Equations (3.11) and (3.15) now yield 
½Tf(f 2 - f  + 2r )=f ( f  + 1)(W + rB + ( f -  r)A) 
+ ( f -  v)(mr(f + 1) + ( f -  1)mu - 2 }E(G)I). (3.16) 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a simple graph on u vertices and P be a clique partition of 
G v KCm. For each integer f >12 define 
( f -  r) (mr(f + 1) + ( f -  1)mu - 2 IE(G)I), 
Qf =f2 -  f + 2r 
where • is the least residue of u modulo f. Then :If >~ 2Qf, with equality if and only 
if 
(i) for every member of C of P, [C[ = f, f + 1 or f + 2 and C has a vertex in 
common with K~m, and 
(ii) P contains exactly QI members of size f. 
Proof. The if part is clear for if every clique has size f, f + 1 or f + 2 then ½T I is 
just the number of cliques of size f (see Definition (3.2)). 
Now define G' and P' as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, and let Q~ be given by 
the above expression for Qr with 'G' replaced by 'G". Then from eq. (3.16) we 
have (with respect to G' and P') that 
f ( f+  1) 
½T)=fz_ f  + 2~ (W' + rB' + (f - r)A') + Q). (3.17) 
It follows from the definition of G' and P' that ½T I ~ ½T). Further, Q)~> Qr 
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with equality if and only if G' = G. Finally, because W', B' and A' are all non 
negative (see eqs. (3.6), (3.7), (3.8)) eq. (3.17) gives ½ T s t> Qs with equality only if 
G' = G and (dropping the dashed notation) W + 7B + (f - 7)A = 0. This means 
that for every member C of P, C has a vertex in common with K~ and further 
[C[ =f, f + 1 or f + 2 (eq. (3.8)). As previously noted, this last property means 
that ½ T I gives the number of cliques of size f in P. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a simple graph on u vertices and let P be a clique partition 
of G v K~. Then for each integer f >t 2, 
20 u -IE(O)I + 
f2+f  
where Q/is defined as in Lemma 3.1. Equality is achieved if and only if P contains 
exactly Q/cliques of size f and every member C of P has the property that ]C I =f,  
f + 1 or f + 2 and C has a vertex in common with K c. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.1 to eq. (3.3), employing the technique of constructing 
G' and P' as in Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1. [] 
Remark 3.18. We can say more about the characteristics that a minimal clique 
partition must have when the bound of Theorem 3.2 is achieved. Because all 
cliques have size f, f + 1 or f + 2 it follows from Definition (3.4) that for each y in 
K~m, St0' ) gives the number of cliques of size f in P0') and Ss_10, ) gives the 
number of cliques of size f + 2 in P0'). Because W + 7B + (f - 7)A = 0 (see the 
proof of Lemma 3.1) it now follows from Eqs. (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) that 
(i) if P0')  contains a clique of size f + 2 then it contains exactly 7 cliques of 
size f + 2 and no cliques of size f, and 
(ii) if 1: 4:0 and P(y) contains a clique of size f, then it contains exactly f - 7 
cliques of size f and no cliques of size f + 2. 
In addition, because there are QI cliques of size f in the partition, the number 
of cliques of size f + 2 (and hence of size f + 1) is completely determined by eq. 
(3.11). 
We now state in the form Of a lemma when Theorem 3.2 sharpens Theorem 
3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 2 IE(G)I = (r - 1)urn + t, 0 <~ t < um. Set 7o (resp. 71) to be the 
least residue of  u modulo r (resp. r + 1). Then if either 
(i) mTo(r + 1) > t, or 
(ii) r(r + 1 - 71)m >um - t and 71 ~ O, 
then Theorem 3.2 yields a sharper bound than is obtainable by Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. By our remark following Theorem 3.1, r is the optimal value that f can 
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take on in the bound of Theorem 3.1. Now suppose that mzo(r + 1)> t. 
examining the difference between the two bounds with f = r, 
2(rmu - IE (G) I  + Q,) 2(rmu - IE (G) I )  
r 2 + r r 2 + r 
2Qr 2( r -  ~'o) 
= r 2 +-'----r = (r 2 + r)(r 2 - r + 23o) 
2 ( r -  1:o) 
(r 2 + r)(r 2 -- r + 230) 
(m3o(r + 1) + ( r -  1)mu - 2 IE(G)I) 
(m~o(r + 1) - t) > 0. 
Then 
On the other hand, if r(r + 1 -  z l)m >um-  t and 31 #:0 we examine the 
difference between the bound of Theorem 3.2 with f = r + 1 and the bound of 
Theorem 3.1 with f = r: 
2((r + l)mu -IE(G)I + Q,+I) 2(rmu - IE (G) I )  
( r+ l ) ( r+2)  r ( r+ l )  
2ar+l  2(rmu - 2 IE(G)I) 
( r+ l ) ( r+2)  r ( r+ l ) ( r+2)  
2 
m 
(r + 1)(r + 2) 
x (mzl(r + 2)  + rmu - 2 IE(G)I)  - rmu - 2 IE(G)I  
+ r + 231 r 
2 [r(r + 1 - lh)mlq(r + 2) - (r + 2)31(um - t)] 
/ ] > O. (r + 1)(r + 2) (r 2 + r + 2~1)r 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. [] 
4. The case G = K .  
We summarize the results of Section 3 to the case where G is a complete graph. 
Let u - 1 = (r - 1)m + s, 0 ~< s ~ m - 1 and let T0 (resp. rl) be the least residue of 
u modulo r (resp. r + 1). Define 
and 
r - "go Q,=r2_r~iro(m~o(r+ l)-us), r~>2 
r + 1 - lh (mlh(r + 2) + u(m - s)). 
Q~+I = r 2 + r + 2~1 
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Theorem 4.1 (Stinson, [5]). If P is a clique partition of K,. v K~ then 
[PI >~ u 
2rm-u+l  
r2+r 
with equality if and only if every member of P has size r + 1 or r + 2 and has a 
vertex in common with K~,. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 with f = r (the optimal value of f---see the remark 
following Theorem 3.1). [] 
When the hypothesis of either part of the following theorem is met, the 
respective bound obtained sharpens that of Theorem 4.1 (see Lemma 3.2). 
Theorem 4.2. Let P be a clique partition of Ku v K~m. 
(i) / f  r 1> 2 and mro(r + 1) > us, then 
2rm - u + 1 2Q, 
+ r-T----- Iel 1>u r z+ r +r 
with equality if and only if P contains exactly Or members of size r and for every 
member C of P, Ic I  = r, r + 1 or r + 2 and C has a vertex in common with K~m. 
(ii) I f  rl :/: 0 and r(r + 1 - rl)m > u(m - s), then 
2(r + 1)m - u + 1 2Qr+l 
Iel>-u + 
(r + 1)(r+ 2) (r + 1)(r + 2) '  
with equality if and only if P contains exactly Q,+a members of size r + 1 and for 
every member C of P, Ic I  = r + 1, r + 2 or r + 3 and C has a vertex in common 
with K~m. 
ProoL Apply Theorem 3.2 with f equal, respectively, to r, r + 1. [] 
Note. Remark (3.18) can be applied directly to establish further constraints on 
minimal partitions achieving the bounds of Theorem 4.2. For (i) set f = r and for 
(ii) set f = r + 1. 
We now use Theorem 4.2 to obtain partial results on ep(K,, v K~,) when 
u=m+2,  m+3.  
Lemma 4.1. (i) Let m >12, 
'(m +1 m-1  
\ 2 3 
cp(Km+2 V K~m)>~ 
(m+l )  m-1  
. 2 +-7 -  
, if m even, 
, i fmodd.  
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(ii) Let m >~ 3, 
IMP1) 2m-3 
2 +-'--3---' 
cp(gm+3 v K~,) I> 
m+ 1 3( 2) 
if m odd or m =4, 6, 
if m even and m >I 8. 
Proof. (i) We have r = 2 and s = 1. Use Theorem 4.1 for the even case and 
Theorem 4.2(i) for the odd case. 
(ii) Here r = s = 2. Use theorem 4.1 for the first case and Theorem 4.2(i) for 
the second. [] 
We work to establish equality in (i) when m >t 5 is odd and in (ii) (modified 
with least integer brackets) when m t> 6 is even. 
Lemma 4.2. For each n >13 there exists a hyperresolution of the graph K2~ - C2~ 
(i.e., the complete graph on 2n vertices minus the edges of a hamiltonian cycle) 
into 2-cliques. 
Proof. n odd. Let K2~ be the complete graph on the vertex set Z~ x {a, b}. For 
each x in Zn define Ix = {{(ix, a), (ix, b)}} tO {{(y, a), (z, a)}, {(y, b), 
(z,b)}ly+z=x, y~z}.  For each x4:0  in Z~ define Ex= {{(y, a), (y + 
x, b )} ly  e Z~}. Let D = {{(y, a), (y, b)}ly e Z~} and set R = {I0} tO {Ix, Ex 104: 
x • Zn}. Then (R, D) is a hyperresolution of K2, into 2-cliques. If we remove the 
edges of E1 and F-,2 from K2, and correspondingly remove the elements E~ and E2 
from R, we have a hyperresolution of K2~ - C~ since D N E1 = D N E2 = t~. 
n even: Let K2, be the complete graph on the vertex set Zn-1 x {a, b} tO 
{~1, 0°2}. For each x in Zn_l define Ix = {{½x, a), ~1}, {(ix, b), 0°2}} to 
{{(y, a), (z, a)}, ((y, b), (z, b)}ly + z = x, y ~ z}. Now identify oo 1 as (n -  1, a) 
and 0% as (n - l ,b )  and work modulo n. For each y in Zn define Ey= 
{{(z ,a ) , ( z  +y) ,b )}[zeZ~},  and define D={{( i ,a ) , (2 i ,  b)}, {( j ,a ) , (2]+ 
1, b)} 10~i~<In-2 ,  In<---j<---n-2}tO{{(½n-l,a),~l}, {(n-2 ,  b),~2}}. Let 
R = {Ix Ix e Z~_~} U {Ey lY eZ~}. Then (R, D) is a hyperresolution of K2, into 
2-cliques. Following the previous case we can now remove E~/2, En/2-1 and thus 
obtain a hyperresolution of K2. - C~. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. [] 
Theorem 4.3. (i) cp(Km+2 v K~n) = (m~" 1) + i(m - 1) for all odd m >t 5. 
(ii) cp(Km+3 v K~m)= (m~l )+ a4(m- 2) for  all m>~6 with m-= 2 (mod 4). 
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Proof. (i) From Lemma 4.1(i) and Theorem 4.2(i) we have that for m odd, 
cp(Km+2 v K~)~ (m~l)+ ½(m- 1) with equality if and only if there exists a 
clique partition of Kin+2 v K~, with exactly ½(m - 1) cliques of size 2, in which 
every clique has size 2, 3, or 4 and has a vertex in common with K~. Let 
G = Kin+2 and let H be a fixed (m + 1)-clique in G. Let {y} = V(G) - V(H) and 
let (R, D) be a hyperresolution of H into 2-cliques (see the proof of Lemma 4.2). 
For each member I of R define I '  = I U {{y}} if 1 N D = ~; else I' = (I - D) t.J 
{V(C) t.J {y}}, where {C} = I N D. 
Then R '= {File R} is a resolution of G into 1-, 2- and 3-cliques, and 
IR'I = IRI = m. Because IDI = ½(m + 1) there are exactly ½(m - 1) 1-cliques in all, 
and we are done by Remark (2.1). 
(ii) From Lemma 4.1(ii) and Theorem 4.2(i) we have that for m ~ 2 (mod 4), 
cp(Km+3 v K~) t> ("~" 1) + ](rn - 2) with equality if and only if there exists a 
clique partition of Kin+3 v K~ with exactly 14(m- 6) cliques of size 2, in which 
every clique has size 2, 3 or 4 and has a vertex in common with K~. We assume 
first that m ~ 10. Let n = ½(m + 2). Then n is even since m ~- 2 (mod 4). Let G be 
the join of two n-cycles H and J each of whose vertices is labelled with the 
elements of Z~. We denote the vertices of H by (x, H) and those of J by (x, J), x 
in Z,. We assume that the vertices are labelled so that for each x in Z~, (x, H) is 
adjacent o (x - 1, H) and (x + 1, H); similarly (x, J) is adjacent o (x - 1, J) and 
(x + 1, J). Let M = { { (x, J), (x + ½n + 1, H)} [ x e Zn } and for each y in Zn define 
Ey= {{(y + i,J), (y + 2i + l ,H)} l l <<-i<<-½n- 1} 
U {{(y + i, J), (y+2i, H)}1½n+2<-i<-n-1} 
U {{(y, J), (y, H), (y + 1, H)}, {(y + 2, H)}, 
((y + ½n, J), (y + ½n + 1, J)}}. 
Now G c is the dis jo int  un ion  o f  two K , ' s ,  each  minus  the edge  set o f  a 
hamiltonian cycle. Let (R1, 1)1) be a hyperresolution of JC into 2-cliques and R2 
be a resolution of H ~ into 2-cliques (Lemma 4.2). This can be done because 
m 10, whence  n t-- 6. Because IR l = IR21 we can define a reso lut ion  R o f  G ~ into 
2-cliques by simply pairing off the members of R~ with those of R2. 
Define R' = R U {M} U {Ey ] y ~ Z,, } and set D' = D1 U { { (y + 2, H) } I Y • Z~ }. 
Then (R', D') is a hyperresolution of Km+2 into 1-, 2- and 3-cliques. Further, D'  
contains all of the I-cliques in the partition but no 3-cliques, and ID'[ = ½n + n = 
~n. S ince  [R'[ = n - 3 + 1 + n = 2n - 2 we can,  as in ( i ) ,  construct  a reso lut ion o f  
Kin+3 into 1-, 2- and 3-cliques. There will be 2n-  2 = m parallel classes and 
2n -2 -  a2n = ~(rn -6 )  1-cliques. By Remark (2.1), we are done. 
For the case m = 6 we require a clique partition of K9 v K~ in which every 
clique has size 3 or 4 and has a vertex in common with K~. Equivalently (Remark 
(2.1)) we desire a resolution of K9 into 2-cliques and 3-cliques, using 6 classes. 
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The following design fulfills the requirement (parallel classes are listed vertically): 
123 456 789 147 258 369 
48 38 34 68 16 18 
59 19 15 35 49 24 
67 27 26 29 37 57 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. [] 
Theorem 4.4. cp(Km+ 3 V K e) = (mff 1) ..~ [~4(m - 2)] 
m - 0 ( rood  4) .  
for all m>18 with 
Proof .  The lower bound is provided by Lemma 4.1(ii). Set n = ½(m + 2) and let 
G be the join of two n-cycles H and J (whose vertices have been labelled as in 
Theorem 4.3(ii)) minus the edges ((x, J), (x + 2, H)),  x in Zn. For each y in Zn 
define 
Ey= {{(y + i,J), (y +2i + 2, H)}11~< i~< ½(n - 3)} 
U {{(y + i, J), (y+2i,  H)}i½(n+3)<~i<~n-1} 
U { { (y, J), (y, H), (y + 1, H) }, { (y + 2, H) }, 
( (y + ½(n - 1), J), (y + ½(n + 1), J)} }. 
Because n I> 5 we can, by Lemma 4.2, construct a hyperresolution (R, D) of 
the graph Kn+l -  C,+1. Choose a vertex z in V(K,,+I- C,,+~) such that for the 
vertices zl, z2 not adjacent o z in K.+I - C,+1 the 2-clique {zl, z2} is not in D. By 
removing z and the edge (z~, z2) from K,,+I-C,,+~ we can construct a 
hyperresolution (R', D') of K,, - C,, into 2-cliques and 1-cliques uch that 
(i) D '  consists of ½(n - 1) 2-cliques and a 1-clique, and 
(ii) R '  contains n - 3 classes each consisting of ½(n - 1) 2-cliques and a 1-clique 
and one class consisting of ½(n - 3) 2-cliques and 3 1-cliques. 
Now from the above, G ¢ is the disjoint union of two copies of a K~-  Cn 
together with the edges {((x, J), (x + 2, H))lx ~ Zn}. By using these edges as 
'bridges' we can use the above construction to define a resolution R" of G ¢ into 
2-cliques where IR"I- n-  2 and there exists a set D" of ½(n + 1) 2-cliques such 
that 
(i) each vertex of J¢ and one vertex of H ~ appears in exactly one member of 
D", and 
(ii) each member of R" contains at most one member of D". 
Thus if we define/~ = R" tO { Ey [ y e Z~ } and b = D" tO { { (y + 2, H) } I (Y + 2, H) 
Q - -  
is not in any member of D"} the pair (R, D) is a hyperresolution of Km+2 into 
1-cliques, 2-cliques and 3-cliques. We have le l  = 2n - 2 = m and Ib l  = ½(n + 1) + 
n - 1 = am + 1. There are n-  n + (n - 2)n = ½(m + 2)m cliques in the partition. 
As in Theorem 4.3(i), we now construct a resolution of Km+3 into m classes, with 
280 R. Rees 
½(m + 2)m + I/ 1- [/)1 = (m l) cliques in the partition. By Remark 
(2.1) we are done. [] 
Remark. In the above constructed partition of Km÷3 v K~ all cliques have size 2, 
3 or 4 and there are exactly ~m cliques of size 2. It can be shown by using the 
equations leading up to Lemma 3.1 that any minimal partition will have this 
property. 
In a forthcoming report we will prove that equality holds in Lemma 4. l(i) when 
m - 4 (mod 6) and in (ii) when m --- 3 (mod 6) and m >I 9. Clearly cp(K3 v K~) = 
1, while the values cp(K5 v K~) = 6, cp(K5 v K~) = 10 and cp(K7 v K~) = 12 can 
be found in [2]. Thus the unknown values of cp(K,,,+2 v K~) are those where 
m -= 0 or 2 (mod 6) while the unknown values of cp(Km+3 v K~) are those where 
m -= 1 or 5 (mod 6). 
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